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In order to subserve this role, there are many different qualities to 
the pain experience. 

Pain serves as a warning signal

Discriminative
location
modality
intensity

Affective
suffering
anxiety
fear
depression

Motor
reflex avoidance
escape behavior

Autonomic (sympathetic response)
arousal, heart rate, 
sweating, BP, pupil dilation

Cognitive
attention/distraction
anticipation/planning



Many different qualities of the pain experience 
require activation of numerous brain areas. 
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Dorsal column pathway: tactile sensation Spinothalamic pathway: pain, itch, temperature



X X

Principal spinal zones of 
nociceptive afferent 
termination: Laminae I, II, V, X



Lamina I Neurons (Craig)

Nociceptive-specific (heat and/or pinch)

Thermoreceptors (innocuous cold)

HPC (polymodal nociceptive)

Chemoreceptors

Han et al., (1998) Nature Neuroscience 1:218

(In cat, monkey, rat)

Lamina V Neurons
WDR neurons (graded mechanical, heat, cool in innocuous and noxious ranges)



In vivo recordings of projection neurons



Lateral STT
w/ somatotopy

Anterior STT
Limited 
somatotopy



Pain, Itch
Temperature

Pain, itch and temperature as touch submodalities



Feelings we perceive from our body:
• primal evolutionary requirement with 

affective, motivational, and homeostatic components



Cold



Itch



Pain





Major targets of Lamina I and V neurons in rat (Todd)

Caudal ventrolateral medulla (CVLM)
Nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS)
Lateral parabrachial area (LPb)
Periaqueductal grey (PAG)
Thalamus (Many more projections to thalamus in cat, monkey)



Willis et al., (2001) Pain 92:267

Small CTB injections into primate VPL label I and V

(Macaque)



Two major ascending pathways for pain (Willis)

Anterior Cingulate Cortex
SII, SI

Medial thalamus
(intralaminar nuc: CL, Pf + VPI, VPL)

Anterio-lateral Spinothalamic Tract

Deep Dorsal Horn Neurons
Lamina V-VII

Somatosensory cortex SI+SII
Insular Cortex (indirect?)

Lateral thalamus
(VPL, VPI, Po)

Lateral Spinothalamic Tract

Superficial Dorsal Horn Neurons
Lamina I

Spatial/modality discrimination
Emotional content?

Arousal, attention, motivation
Emotional content?

Medial Thalamus Lateral Thalamus



Experimental paradigm and cortical labeling. 

Dum R P et al. J. Neurosci. 2009;29:14223-14235

©2009 by Society for Neuroscience



Anterograde labeling from primate spinal cord using HSV1 

Dum, Levinthal and Strick, 2009

93% of STT axons found in insula, SII and cingulate sulcus including motor areas.



Fine spatial mapping in primary 
somatosensory cortex (S1)

• Peripheral patterns of tactile and nociceptive receptors 
differ. 

• Tactile information is transmitted somatotopically and 
encoded in S1 with fine spatial mapping.  

• How finely organized is the central map for nociceptive 
input?

• Nociceptive input (heat with laser to activate A-delta) is 
encoded like A-beta input in S1 according to Mancini et 
al, J. Neurosci 2012.



Noxious thermal input maps onto tactile S1 homunculus



Additional spinal projections traveling with spinothalamic tract
(collaterals from STT):

-Spinoreticular
-Spinomesencephalic
-Spinolimbic

These centers also receive input from
somatosensory thalamus



Caudal spinoreticular Tract Parabrachial Spinoreticular Tract

WDR

Superficial dorsal horn neurons
Noci-specific

Relay of information for autonomic activation, descending antinociception,
projection to limbic centers for motivation/affect.

To NGc mediates escape behavior



Spinomesencephalic Tract (macaque)

Willis, 1997 J Clin Neurophysiol, 14:2-31

-Projection to midbrain PAG and cuneiform nuc

-Arises from both superficial and deep STT cells

-Rough rostro-caudal somatotopy

-Receptive fields large and complex, often 
widely-spaced patches

PAG: analgesia and regulation of aversive behavior
Passive or active emotional coping (withdraw or fight)
sympatho-excitation or inhibition (heart rate, blood 

pressure)

Cuneiform: midbrain locomotor center

Midbrain



Limbic system receives direct input from spinal neurons

Also spinal input to nuc accumbens,
Involved in reward, attention, addiction
(motivation)

Amygdala- fear

Hypothalamus- energy homeostasis



D. Price Science 2000



Price, 2000 Science 288:1770



Is lamina I an interoceptive nucleus:
monitoring the “state of the body”?

A.D. Craig

Lamina I – VMpo – insular cortex provides homeostatic surveillance

-Modality-specific; somatotopy retained

-Parabrachial projection to autonomic centers

-Insular cortex defines a sense of “state of the body”
“interoceptive cortex”, as opposed to “exteroception”,
largely tactile (separate modality and homunculus).



Ad & C afferents activate insula

Craig (2002) Nature Rev Neurosci 3: 655-666.
M. Caterina



Basic emotions activate insula

Craig (2002) Nature Rev Neurosci 3: 655-666. M. Caterina



Pain asymbolia

Congenital pain insensitivity is a lack of nociceptor activity that prevents pain sensation and
thus patients lack physical awareness of harm. Have to generate own alarm system.

In contrast, pain asymbolia patients have functioning nociceptors and can experience pain
in vivid detail, including the location, intensity and character (i.e. whether it is strong or
weak, burning, stinging, stabbing, etc). They do not consider the pain unpleasant and are
not motivated to avoid it. Incapable of perceiving the pain as a threat.

Lesions in the insular cortex can cause pain asymbolia.

Prefrontal cortex is involved in reflection and rumination over implications of pain. Lesions
such as with lobotomy can cause deficits of spontaneous concern or rumination about pain
but patients can experience pain as a threat once the pain is brought to their attention.



Right middle cerebral artery stroke
with lesion of poscentral gyrus 
(hand area of S1/S2).

No left hand heat pain threshold
up to 600 mJ.

But >350 mJ patient described
clearly unpleasant sensation
between fingers and shoulder.

No qualities detected. 

Separation of discrimination and affect with S1/S2 lesion

Ploner et al., (1999). Pain 81:211-214



Pain and Emotion -Theories
• Autonomic responses and visceral sensations accompany 

most emotion. The earliest theory hypothesized that 
emotion is the result of basic sensations:
– Aristotle (350 BCE) - pain is an emotion
– James-Lange (1884-85) – emotions result from physical changes 

- “we feel sorry because we cry, ... afraid because we tremble”
– Cannon-Bard (1920’s) – stimuli evoke appropriate autonomic 

(fight or flight) and emotional responses in parallel.

• Emotions, visceral sensations, and pain involve many of 
the same brain areas:
– Limbic
– Insular cortex
– Cingulate cortex

M. Caterina



Amygdala neurons sensitize in a model of arthritis

~80% neurons in rat amygdala central nuc (CeA) are WDR. 

WDR neuron WDR neuron receptive field

Neugebauer and Li, 2003 J Neurophys 89:716

Mechanical stimulation of knee joint 

Enhanced response of WDR neurons to mechanical not heat 
Increased receptive field size of WDR after knee joint arthritis



Modulation of pain by amygdala: affect and autonomic activation
-convergence of emotionality and nociceptive input

CeA neurons respond to noxious stimulation
Exhibit sensitization to persistent pain
Lesions of CeA abolish stress-induced analgesia

Neugebauer and Li, 2003 J Neurophys 89:716



Does ACC encode affective components of pain (unpleasantness)?

Rainville P, Duncan GH, Price DD, Carrier B, Bushnell MC (1997) Pain affect encoded in anterior cingulate 
gyrus but not somatosensory cortex.  Science 277: 968-971. M. Caterina

Hypnotic suggestions of increased UPN caused increased activity in ACC. Hot and 
neutral water stimuli were used.





Postsynaptic dorsal column pathway for visceral pain

From: Willis, 1997 J Clin Neurophysiol, Volume 14:2-31

-Most neurons in lumbar enlargement
-Mostly LIII-IV, X, medial deep dorsal horn

PSDC
neurons



Projects to VPL thalamus



Responses of thalamic (VPL) neurons to sensory stimulation
after dorsal column or STT lesion (rat).

Cutaneous Colorectal distension

%
Baseline

From: Willis, 1997 J Clin Neurophysiol, Volume 14:2-31



Postsynaptic dorsal column pathway for visceral pain

Midline myelotomy

From: Willis, 1997 J Clin Neurophysiol, Volume 14:2-31

-Most neurons in lumbar enlargement
-Mostly LIII-IV, X, medial deep dorsal horn

Morphine-resistant colon cancer pain,
complete relief w/o medication for 3 mo (until death)



The patient was placed prone on a Wilson frame so as to avoid 
abdominal compression. A wide laminectomy was performed at T-8 with 
additional partial removal of T-7 and T-9. After a short rostrocaudal 
segment of the precise midline was exposed, a punctate incision was 
then made with a 16-gauge needle attached to a tuberculin syringe as a 
handle. The needle was kept perpendicular to the pial surface precisely 
at the midline. It was inserted twice, first with the bevel to the right, then 
to the left, each time to a depth of 5 mm. The intention was to interrupt 
only the most medial fibers ascending in the fasciculus gracilis.

Postoperative Examination and Pain Assessment. At examination
on postoperative Day 1 there were no new neurological deficits. The 
patient’s vibratory, light touch, and proprioceptive sensation remained 
unchanged with only the mild changes already noted preoperatively and 
attributed to her preexisting diabetic neuropathy. Pain assessment
with the Memorial Pain Assessment Scale on postoperative Day 1 
indicated complete pain relief, severity (0/10), description (no pain), relief 
(10/10; 100%) and mood (5/10). This has not changed up to publication 
time (10 months postoperatively) concerning the previous disabling
abdominal pain below the umbilicus (T-10 spinal level). The Memorial 
Symptom Assessment Scale improved from 198 to 96 by postoperative 
Day 2 and to 82 by postoperative Day 10. Her weight increased to 80 lbs 
and she had a normal appetite without nausea.



Most STT neurons in superficial dorsal horn express substance P receptor NK1
-Most NK1+ cells are STT and spino-parabrachial neurons

NK1 neuron ablation in spinal cord produces no change in 
Baseline mechanical but reduces persistent mechanical pain

Formalin

Carrageenan

CFA

Nerve
Injury

NK1 antagonists failed in trials



D. Price Science 2000


